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Part one o f two
By Sandro Houghton
Daily City Editor
After the keg has been tapped for half an hour the people flood through the back door into the yard.Casual conversations become strained and increase in volume. Students can hardly hear themselves gulp down foamy beer while fighting for space on the quick­ly disappearinglawn.Across the dimly lit street, a restlesswoman begins her nocturnal session of toss­ing and turn­ing as the out­side soundsrapidly creep into the sec­ond-story bed­room. With a shrill expletive from a young female voice, the distant hum jumped up to an unnerving buzz.As the noise steadily climbed in pitch and volume, all possibilities of joining her deeply slumbering husband died. The woman resigned to crying herself into dreamland.Scenarios such as this fuel the fire of
the sometimes sparky relationship between students and full-time San Luis Obispo residents — and the prob­lems are not limited to parties. Parking, overcrowded dwellings, unsightly property and loud noise contribute to the list of some resi­dents’ complaints.Although the sleepless woman, a Cal Poly dean’s wife, kept her unhappiness to herself, many residents living amid stu­dents have been spurred to action.Some try talking to their studentneighbors, oth­ers call the police. Several even join togeth­er and try to rec­tify such prob­lems in an orga­nized, unified way.This was the case last fall with the resi­dents in the Park View Homes neighborhood, north of Foothill Boulevard on La Entrada Avenue, Del Sur Way, Ramona Drive and Del Norte Way.About 90 residents of the area signed a petition to establish a parking permit zone that limits each household to two cars on the street between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. After several months of organized
effort, the residents convinced city council to approve the district which was imple­mented in May 1996.One resident, Judi Carscaden, said the residents responsible for the parking zone wanted to solve more than a prob­lem with too many cars clogging the streets — they wanted to get rid of students.“They wanted to try to find a way to make the neighborhood not appealing for students to live in,” Carscaden said. “The only way they could do anything legally would be to limit the number of cars to two, which would make the neighborhood unappealingbecause then students would have to share rent between two people.”Carscaden .said before that fall, many residents complained of an increase in parties and loud gatherings. She said on one occasion a resident was even injured when he complained to students about their party.“There were some who really blew it. Some guys on the street were real partiers,” said the mother of two teenage boys. “They were good in their heart, but not respectful of their neighbors.”When Carscaden heard the residents’ plan to impose a parking zone, she held a meeting with about 12 of the students in the area.“The students had concerns of their own t(M),” said the Cal Poly graduate and
llllill itv
resident since 1961. “Some of the home- owners had this stereotypical view of col­lege students and wouldn’t give them a chance. To have mutual respect, we have to treat them like human beings.”Carscaden and the students wrote a letter to city council protesting the pro- po.sed parking district. She and another student also denounced the proposal as discriminatory before the council.However, the city council approved the plan.Carscaden said it passed because the city council depended on the neighbor­hood’s vote, which did not fairly represent students. Each house received one vote.
See RQN page 5
Group gets big donation from Hearsts
By Stacey L  Johnston
Doily Staff Writer
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation donated $50,000 to a project aimed at identifying local residents’ visions for the future of San Luis Obispo County.
CITY
“The grant from the Hearst Foundation went to a.ssist us in getting the word out to all the res­idents in the county, which we accomplished very well,” said Maria Singleton, co-chair of the board of directors for the Foundation for Community Design. She added that the partic­ipation of about 3,000 people to date, surpasses what was expect­ed. The Future Communities Project is the first of its type to receive funds from the Hearst Foundation, Singleton said.Grace Mitchell, Singleton’s fel­low co-chair, said she believes the
See HEARSTS page 6
No pain, no music
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Guitarist John Watkins writhes in pain, as singer Michael Troxell har­
monizes. The tyro comprise half of SLO's ska/rock band, Opus. 
/Daily photo by Joe Johnston
ASl hears arguments 
on credit/’no credit, 
executive staff funding
By Lesfie Miyamoto
Doily Stoff Writer
The ASI Board of Directors met Wednesday night to discuss and resolve student related issues concerning the credit/no credit grading policy, operation of the Cal Poly Crew Club and funding for the ASI Executive Staff.
CAMPUS
Once again the Academic Senate and ASI had different opinions about the credit/no cred­it issue. The Academic Senate supports dissolving the grading system while ASI unanimously voted to keep it intact. Since this conflict could not be resolved by the two bodies, the final decision lies in the hands of President Warren Baker.Paul Zingg, Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost, attended the meeting to listen to the concerns of the board and also serve as a voice for the president.
“My own views really focus on three points. One, I think that it’s critical that students have the opportunity to explore the cur­riculum in the less risky environ­ment of credit/no credit grading,” Zingg said. “Second, I think that it’s critical that students have the opportunity to have free electives.“Thirdly, I think that general education should not be seen as a .second-class citizen with the cur­riculum of the university," he said. “The president’s concerns are that appropriate balance be among those three principles."Laura Freberg of the psycholo­gy and human development department was a guest attendee at the meeting. She voiced her interpretation of the Academic Senate’s views on the grading pol­icy.“Some of the faculty felt that perhaps students were not taking their course work seriously and that they were shooting for a C or 
See ASI page 6
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21 days left in fall quarter 
Today's Weartier: clear skies 
Tomorrow's Weather: low clouds leading to sunshine 
Today's hiqh/low: 73/40 Tomorrow's high/low: 71/43
In remembrance of university employee Marco Immordino, his co­
workers are soliciting monetary donations for his wife and two chil­
dren. Immordino was killed in a car accident Oct. 29. Facility ser­
vices will begin collecting donations today.
TODAY
Cal Poly Career Services will be holding Graduate and 
Professional School Day from 10 a.m, to 1 p.m. in Chumash 
Auditorium. The event will also feature a panel discussion on 
applying to grad school from 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in San Luis 
Lounge of the UU. For more information call 756-5974.
UPCOMING
Rev. Jisho Perry, Prior of the Santa Barbara Priory, cancelled his 
trip to Morro Bay scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 9. Sorry.
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a blood drive on Tuesday, Nov.
12 from 10-4 p.m. and on Wednesday, Nov. 13 from 1 -5 p.m. in 
front of Mott Gym. They need your help. Free t-shirts to all blood 
donors!! Just show up or for more information call 756-2052 or
782-9060.
Zero Population Growth will be holding its annual meeting and 
potiuck of its Central Coast chapter on Wednesday, Nov. 13 at 
6:15 p.m. If you would like to attend please call 544-6298.
Agenda Items: c/o  Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 
Advertising: 756-1143 
Editorial: 756-1796 
Fax: 756-6784
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not oil items submitted to Agenda will be 
printed. To guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.
G r a d u a t e  sc 
P r o f e s s io n a l  
Sc h o o l  Da y
Frid a y ,  N o v e m b e r  8  1 O AM TO 1 PM C h u m a sh  A u d it o r iu m
Panel
Learn from the Experts: 
App ly ing to Graduate School 
1:30  to 3:00 pm  
San Luis Lounge, University Union
Cat Poty. San Luis O bispa
C / if t E E f i  E r i c e s
Academic records in cyberspace
By Donna Haines
Daily Staff Writer
A student waits for the day to register through CAPTURE, pushes all the right buttons to activate the system, gets all or some classes, waits for the class list to arrive by mail then loses it on the first day of class. Now what?
CAMPUS
Through Cal Poly’s home page on the World Wide Web, a new class list as well as other academ­ic records are available instantly through a page called Mustanginfo.Any currently enrolled Cal Poly students can get their acade­mic records by accessing the Cal Poly home page, choosing “stu­dent information,” and then Mustanginfo.When the Mustanginfo screen appears on the monitor, several options can be viewed, including grades, academic summary, class schedules and residence address.This on-line opportunity start­ed Aug. 20, making Cal Poly one of the few universities to install electronic academic information, according to Joanne Temple, director of support applications on campus.The first colleges to offer these services were Cornell University in New York and University of Delaware, she said.The web site can be accessed from the business labs, residence halls, any campus computer lab that connects to the Web, from miscellaneous modem pools and otT-campus sites.To protect students’ privacy, their ID and PIN number combi­
nations are required. In this way each person’s identity is repre­sented to the system so that no one else can view personal infor­mation, nor is the information placed into the memory of the user machine.Approximately 370 students made queries of the system last week.Some students thought having immediate access to their acade­mic records would help them plan for graduate school or other options after graduation.“I could go back and check my grades so much easier,” said Korinne Morehart, agricultural business freshman.Another student who tried to get through but couldn’t was con­struction management senior Jon Diment, who thought the service would help to schedule classes, especially from his home comput­er. International student Chie Okada, from Japan, pointed out that it’s sometimes confusing for students to receive information from different people, so the on­line service would be beneficial.“(Having it) on screen, it’s a fact I can remember,” she said.“A lot of paper forms we have today could be replaced with Web forms — eliminating lines.”One of the first queries to the new Mustanginfo site was from a Cal Poly student away on interna­tional study in England, Temple said.Recreation administration senior Kathy Krock said, “It’s a great resource for students to access personal information with­out having to stand in long lines.”Financing is critical to pro­grams like Mustanginfo. Cal Poly
Plan funds provided $104,000 to get Mustanginfo installed, while enrollment support services pro­vided a major portion of the staff support critical to get it up and running. Temple explained.A key player in getting the page on-line was Ryan Matteson, computer science junior. He was the primary engineer who devel­oped the technical aspects of the web presentation and graphics as well as some of the security fea­tures, according to Dave Wickersham, technical project leader.Future plans for Mustanginfo include on-line CAPTURE. Web utilization will significantly decrease the time required for students and staff to register stu­dents. One of the most important features of Mustanginfo is that it “offers additional services so stu­dents don’t have to stand jn that long line at records office window and financial aid window,” Temple said.One of the web page’s draw­backs is its inability to offer access seven days a week, 24 hours a day. Because the campus main frame is busy at night with updates, it is unavailable to Internet users. Temple said. Access hours currently are 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday, except academic holidays.Also, planning is in progress to increase the “window of access without risking after-hour updates,” the director said.Mustanginfo is found under “Student Information” on the Cal Poly Home Page by using their URL address http://www.mus- tanginfo.calpoly.edu.
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From near and far, weapon trails lead to central Africa
By Charles J. Hanley
Associated Press
In midnight flights or in open, legal deals, the hardware of war has been flowing into central Africa’s bloodied heartland in the 2 years since the Rwanda geno­cide, U.N. and independent investigators report.
WORLD
One source has been South Africa - both its government arms industry and, investigators say, private brokers in a lucrative black market.The assault rifles and ammu­nition, mortars and land mines that reach Rwanda, Burundi and eastern Zaire, slipping through a patchwork of embargoes, are fueling an ethnic conflagration that threatens to explode into a war among nations.“This has hit a whole new ballgame now that it’s in Zaire,” said a British arms dealer active in the legitimate Africa trade.The worry is that the spread­ing violence will engulf Zaire, as it did in the 1960s after the for­mer Belgian Congo gained inde­pendence. Bigger than Alaska and Texas combined, with 200
ethnic groups and bordering on nine other nations, its collapse could plunge all of central Africa into crisis.Zaire has been a hub for transshipping war materiel since the 1980s, when the CIA fun- neled arms through its back country to the UNITA rebel force in neighboring Angola. The net­works of landing strips and mid­dlemen survive, the trader said.In one covert enterprise, reported by the Johannesburg newspaper Sunday Independent, UNITA members joined ex­agents of South Africa’s old apartheid government to ship South African-made weapons, via Angola, to Hutu combatants in eastern Zaire.The arms procurers rarely need to go far afield.“Masses of stuff have accumu­lated in Zaire and Angola,” said the Briton, who spoke on condi­tion he not be named. “And it isn’t hard to get stufT to eastern Zaire.”Occasionally something hap­pens that sheds light on theclandestine trade.Last January and again in June, Russian cargo planes crashed on takeoff in Kinshasa,
Zaire’s capital. Airport officials later disclosed that the first plane carried unspiecified cargo for UNITA; the other had ju.st delivered military equipment from Moscow.Russia, left with huge weapons stocks after the Cold War, has become a prime whole­saler for arms brokers. Prices are as low as $150 for an AK-47, the reliable assault rifle seen every­where in the turmoil in eastern Zaire.Zairian 'Tutsi rebels there, supported by Rwanda’s govern­ment, have been fighting Zairian government forces and Rwandan Hutu exiles.Zaire accuses the Tutsi-led governments in Rwanda and Burundi of arming the insur­gents. Suspicion falls on Uganda, too, since it armed the Tutsi guerrillas who took power in Rwanda in 1994, after Hutu extremists slaughtered some half-million Tutsis and other Rwandans and fled to Zaire.The crisscrossing arms trails also snake back into Rwanda and Burundi, where Hutu guerrillas remain active.Rwanda’s alleged role in the Zaire fighting has turned inter-
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■Beyond Bounds' offers 
professor’s outlook on 
cross-cultural issues
By Stacey L  Johnston 
OoBy Staff Writer
Director of Ethnic Studies Robert Franklin Gish has penned a collection of essays on Southwestern literature.
CAMPUS
His book, “Beyond Bounds: Cross Cultural Essays on Anglo, American Indian and Chicano Literature,” was published in September.“('Beyond Bounds’) is a kind of interdisciplinary and compar­ative approach to these litera­tures which are often considered in and of themselves,” Gish said.Michael Marsden, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Northern Michigan University, has followed — —Gish’s work for the last 20 years. Although he has not read “ B e y o n d  Bounds,” he commented on G i s h ’ s approach.“He is taking all the various cultural threads and showing us how they are really woven into this beauti­ful and complex f a b r i c , ”Marsden said.Gish said “ the interaction American Indian
"H e IS fak in g  a ll  
various cultural 
threads a n d  show ­
ing up h o w  they  
a re  re a lly  w oven  
into this beau tifu l 
fa b ric ."
--Michael Marsden, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Northern Michigan University
of Anglo, and Chicano writers “became not only the process for writing, but the sub­ject matter itself.”“Beyond Bounds” is composed of “a series of appreciations and explications of writers not ordi­narily considered together,” the book jacket states.“One of Gish’s strengths is that he is able to show the com­plexity of American pluralism,” Marsden said, recognizing Gish’s ability to represent different eth­nic literatures as blended in con­trast to the common approach of isolated studies.Tbm Pilkington, a professor of English at Tarleton State University in Stephenville, Tbxas, said “Beyond Bounds” is “very perceptive and well-writ­ten.”In his minority literature class, Pilkington uses books by authors that Gish includes in “Beyond Bounds.”“(Gish) gave me new ideas and ways of looking at the books
and interpreting them and pre­senting them to students,” Pilkington said.The 184-page book is divided into three parts — Anglo Visitors, Indian Voices and Chicano Vistas.“I preface each of the three main portions of the book with personal essays which attempt to explain why I am attracted to reading these texts,” Gish said.The authors he chose include minority writers such as James Welch, Ray Young Bear and Rudolfo Anaya, as well as Anglo writers like Harvey, Erna Furgusson and Witter Bynner.He said their novels are ones he grew up with or has come to love during the years he has studied American literature.“The personal essays that pref­ace the sections have an autobio­graphical vein to them and talk about the process that I’ve been on in my profession­al career — from getting a Ph.D. in British literature to rediscovering the literature of my own home­land,” Gish said.Gish grew up in the Southwest in the 1950s.In his intro------------------  duction to“Beyond Bounds” he states, “As a son of Okie-Indian parents who moved to New Mexico in 1929, and as a New Mexico native and citizen of Albuquerque’s South Valley, I knew early on a periph­eral perspective, of being beyond the bounds established and iden­tified by geographical, cultural, political, racial, ethnic and socioeconomic, even medical cen­ters and bestowers of power and preference.”Gish received his bachelor’s, master’s and Ph.D. degrees from the University of New Mexico, which honored him with a University DistinguishedAlumni Award.He is the author of 15 books including biographies, memoirs and more recently, three collec­tions of short fiction.Cal Poly recruited Gish five years ago to begin its Ethnic Studies Program for which he serves as director.Gish also teaches an ethnic literature class and is consider- 
See G ISH  page 5
California Polytechnic State University
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, INC.
The Annual Audit of the Associated Students, Inc. and the University Union for FY 1995-96 has been completed.
Public information copies are available at the ASI Business Office (UU 212) and at the Campus Library.
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U.C. Berkeley students sit-in, stand up 
to protest end of affirmative action
By Michelle Locke
Associated Press Writer
BERKELEY — Angry students took over the bell tower at the University of California, then spent much of Thursday march­ing around campus to protest the pending demise of state affirma­tive action programs.
STATE
“Our occupation defies the passing of Proposition 209. Our occupation is an act of resistance and reclamation,” the group declared in a statement denounc­ing the ballot initiative approved Tuesday. Proposition 209 bans race and gender considerations in public hiring, contracting and education.Bundled up in blankets and sleeping bags, protesters spent the night in the Campanile Tower, a slender spire that is a campus landmark. At least four chained themselves to the structure. A banner hanging beneath the large clock read, “No Time for 209.”The occupation ended early Thursday when police moved in and arrested 23 students, all of whom were cited for trespassing and released.The arrests, however, did not slow the protest much. The group, whose numbers ranged from 50 to hundreds, merely fanned out across campus. There, they trooped through buildings, rapped on doors, put up fliers and chanted “What do we want? Justice!” along with less printable epithets.Behind them trailed a knot of about a half dozen police officers and some administration observers.Many students seemed all but
oblivious to the protest, walking by with eyes averted as they hur­ried to class.But those involved hoped to make a difference.“The fact that this law passed is one of the most saddening, dis­gusting things I’ve ever experi­enced,” said junior Jonathan Stalling, who spent the night out­side the bell tower in support of the occupation.Stallings, who is white, feared Proposition 209 would erode the diversity that finst attracted him to Berkeley.“If this place falls to this right­ist action, then I haven’t a whole lot of hope for the rest of the coun­try,” he said.Protesters issued a list of demands, including one calling on campus officials to ignore the proposition.Vice Chancellor Horace Mitchell met with the protesters, telling them the school must obey the law.UC-Berkeley Chancellor Chang-Lin Tien, who is stepping down next June, is on record as opposed to the measure. He, along with the nine other then-serving UC chancellors, also opposed the June 1995 decision by the UC Board of Regents to drop race and gender as factors in hiring, con­tracting and admissions.Passage of Proposition 209 means race- and gender-based affirmative action in admissions ends in fall 1997, instead of 1998.Proposition 209, by amending the state Constitution to ban “preferential treatment” based on race or sex, bars programs rang­ing from minority participation goals in contracting to special tutoring for minority students.On Wednesday, Gov. Pete Wilson moved to implement the
law, ordering state officials to pro­vide a written list of race- and gender-based programs within three weeks.However, three lawsuits also were filed Wednesday morning - two trying to block 209 and the third trying to enforce it. Supporters are filing suit because although Proposition 209 is now law, it would take a court ruling to knock down existing laws con­taining race- and gender-based programs.No court orders were immedi­ately issued. Legal observers pre­dicted it could be a year before the challenges are hashed out.Proposition 187, a measure seeking to cut off most state ser­vices to illegal aliens, was passed in 1994, but has yet to be enforced because of court challenges.UC-Berkeley protesters pre­dicted 209 would be bad for California.“I’m doing this because I want to make Cal next year and I’m not going to be able to,” said Perri Williams, 16, a student at a near­by high school, who was among those arrested in the tower.At one point, .students walked into the offices of The Daily Californian, the campus newspa­per that earlier this week endorsed Proposition 209.There, they scooped up arm­fuls of papers and tossed them from an upper-story window, cre­ating a brief blizzard of newsprint./\s the crowd moved on, there was a reminder the protest was taking place in the environmen­tally conscious ‘90s as oppo.sed to the days when Berkeley kicked off an era of campus belligerence with the 1964 Free Speech Movement. Civic-minded protest­ers picked up the crumpled
1960s protest leader Savio dies
By Richard Cole
Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — Mario Savio, the free speech protest leader who ushered in a decade of student protest in the 1960s, died Wednesday, days after suffering hearl failure. He was 53.
STATE
Savio, who had long suffered from heart problems, died at Palm Drive Hospital in Sebastopol just after 5 p.m„ four days after he col­lapsed and was brought to the facility. He never regained con- .sciousness, and his family allowed doctors to disconnect life support Wednesday, said Sharon Enos, chief nursing supervisor.Family and friends, along with co-workers from Sonoma State University, where Savio has taught for three years, had gath­ered at the hospital to stand vigil over the man who came to sym­bolize student protest.Savio rose to fame as the voice of the Free Speech Movement at the University of California at Berkeley in 1964 when he stood up on a campus police car follow­ing the arrest of a student for political activity.“In the ‘60s he was a powerful symbol of how an ordinary person could stand up and make history,”
said one-time fellow radical State Sen. Tom Hayden, D-Los Angeles. “He .symbolized the po.ssibilities in all of us, to resist becoming cogs in somebody’s machine.”After many years out of the limelight, Savio had recently re­entered public life, leading a drive against higher fees at Sonoma State and opposing Proposition 209, the California ballot measure aimed at ending state affirmative action program.Hayden said Savio had recent­ly contacted him about the fee issue, and the two were supposed to consult after Tuesday’s elec­tion.Savio’s opposition to Proposition 209 ran deep, said Laura X, a longtime friend from Free Speech Movement days who runs the Women’s History Library in Berkeley. She compared him to Frederick Douglass, the eloquent 19th Century abolitionist.“He was our Frederick Douglass, not only in his oratory, but in being equally good on race and gender issues, before anyone, before there was a women’s move­ment,” she said.Like many students of his era, Savio went to Mississippi in the early 1960s to help register black voters and organize for civil rights cau.ses.When he returned to UC Berkeley, he found the school had
banned political activity on cam­pus, sparking a protest that turned into the Free Speech Movement and became a model for a decade of agitation over the Vietnam War and other causes.David Harris, the Vietnam-era war protester and draft resister who often spoke at Berkeley, said Savio was unique.“He was a brilliant speaker and an extraordinary figure for the moment he appeared in,” Harris said. “There hadn’t been anything like the Free Speech Movement before, and he epito­mized that movement.”Todd Gitlin, a former Berkeley activist and current New York University professor who has chronicled the 1960s, said Savio was a throwback to an earlier time.“He was a pure, Jeffersonian, small ‘d’ democrat,” Gitlin said. “He believed that speaking the truth, clearly and well, was the peak of democratic citizenship."Savio moved aside later in the 1960s when the Vietnam War became the decisive campus issue and largely withdrew from public life.He taught at an alternative school in Los Angeles in the early 1970s, married and raised his children. He earned a bachelor’s degree in physics from San Francisco State in 1984 and the
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Tips for the Next Election
Now that this election has passed, our televisions are finally free of the relentless campaign commercials which have been with us over the past year.Examples would include the “delightful” commercial in which Walter Capps is depicted as a close friend to the convicted mur­derer Richard Allen Davis. The commercial seems to suggest that if Capps were elected into office, then Davis would be walking our streets. This would be almost as ridiculous as see­ing Jeffrey Dahmer on Sesame Street.The Davis-Capps commercial is a prime example of how politi­cal commercials try to persuade the viewers to vote for or against a candidate. By simply placing a picture of Capps on the television with a picture of Davis, the persuasive producers of the commercial have linked the candidate with Davis, a per­son who is even less popular than Vice President Gore do the Macarena.Political commercials use various strategies to persuade view­ers to change their minds and attitudes towards political candi­dates. Some strategies include: length of the commercial, nega­tive visual identification and varying backdrops. For example, all political commercials are brief and to the point, for the sim­ple reason that long commercials might demand evidence to support the information that is being stated, and most of the time there is no evidence. Long commercials would also give the viewers the chance to think about what is being said and the makers of these commercials certainly don’t want us to be thinking.The producers and makers of these expensive commercials are paid to know exactly what we think and why we think it. We have to look beyond all the schemes and advertising techniques to see what ideas are really conveyed. This kind of advertising is aimed at “low-involvement voters.” People that do not have definite views on political issues are the targets for these per­suasive adds. Our biggest mistake is making the false assump­tion that the information given in the commercials is entirely true. All of us need to be “involvement voters.” We need to form our own opinions on every current political issue. Don’t let the commercials sway your thoughts, thats just what they are designed for.So next time around, when you’re sitting on your couch flip­ping through the channels, make sure you know where you stand politically before another commercial invades you mind.
Chad PighiniAgricultural engineering junior
L etter s  T o  T h e  D r u n k e n  E d it o r s
Editor,
Hey, Jaime Borasi, maybe doing just a wee bit of research next time you write an article might be a good idea. Last time I checked, Haley Barhour was an obese, southern-drawling. Republican MALE!!!!Obviously ,the editors are either intoxicated or stupid.
I Matt EkbergPolitical science senior
Editor,
1 found it disturbing that Daily staff writer Jamie Borasi repeatedly referred to Haley Barbour as “she” or “her” in the recent post-election edition of Mustang Daily. Anybody who fol­lows politics knows the Republican National Chairman is Mr. Haley Barbour. I would have hoped a Daily staff writer writing a political article would be more familiar with the key players in the political arena, or at least be able to report if the players are male or female! It makes me wonder just how informed the media is before they take their stories to print.
Congetta Maita Agricultural science junior
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What did you say?
By Kevin Garibaldi
W hen was the last time you walked into The Avenue for lunch, and walked up to the person at Tapango's and listened to them say, “How helping you may 1 be?”Though you may only spend two minutes with this person, they have the courtesy to com­municate with you in English. Well, what if you were to spend 50 or 100 minutes with that same person? What if you had to write down everything they said? Well, you and I do it every day.1 admit it, 1 am a freshman. Straight out of high school. I paid my dues, and like many oth­ers, I have many years to look forward to here at Poly.I consider myself a pretty typical freshman, taking the usual five classes. It wasn’t very dif­ficult to choose them. I just looked though the schedule, and picked them. It’s not like I knew who was who. They all had those letters next to their name, P.h.D. I figured it was .safe to assume that they went to school for years and years. Now here is where it gets interesting.Out of my five professors, only three of them really understand and communicate proficiently in English.
I have been in school for about a month and a half now, and I can’t tell you how many times I have gotten lost during a lecture because of the language barrier. In fact, the professors even managed to turn questions they didn’t understand around and embarrass the stu­dents.How come we pay thousands of dollars for a college education and in return we get some professor who does not know how to communi­cate with us? This is not fair! Cal Poly has a great reputation, and so does its professors.Just because you are an expert on a subject does not mean you have the capability to teach it! In my first quarter of college, two out of five professors have difficulty speaking English. This tells me that I am not the only student affected by this problem. If these professors have troubles teaching their material, how can we be expected to learn it? All students coming in and graduating Cal Poly are required to take some type of English proficiency test — how about the teachers?
Kevin Garibaldi is an industrial engineering freshman.
P o n tific a tin g  O n  P olitics
A lot of Republicans have complained that Bill Clinton is more of a Republican than a Democrat these days. As if this wasn’t a good .solution to all the problems we have with the two-party system.How ungrateful can you get?“He’s stealing our ideas!” some Republicans cry. Others have the audacity to say that the GOP-dominated House of Representatives will work with the President as long as he keeps using “Republican ideas.” Truth is, most of them will railroad Clinton’s ideas, no matter how Republican they may appear. Just to spite him. It doesn’t make any difference whether we are living in a democratic republic or a republi­can democracy.Besides, the most Republican thing about Clinton will probably be overlooked. It has nothing to do with his position on the issues. It has to do with his being involved in a scandal.That’s a time-honored Republican tradition, courtesy of Presidents Grant, Harding, Nixon,
Reagan and Bush. It’s because of these Republican Presidents and their astonishing capacity for corrupt, behind-door work that most of America doesn’t care about Clinton’s illegal land deal in Arkansas.So what about Whitewater? It’s not like he’s been dealing arms and drugs for hostages, or bankrupting banks, bugging buildings and bombing countries when he felt like it.No, Clinton is still a Democrat. It’s just that the Republicans have a few good ideas, Clinton knows which ones are worth stealing, and he’s already done the deed. He owes them a thank you, though, for setting such high standards for scandal.The Republican revolution has created another “teflon President.”Say “Thank you, Ronald Reagan.”
A. J. Schuermann is the Daily business man­ager.
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Christopher says 
successor should be 
forceful, tenacious
By Barry Schweid
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Warren Christopher’s prescription for a successor as secretary of state: someone who is forceful and has stamina.
NATION
Basically, he said Thursday, diplomacy involves “plowing ahead,” and not letting the ups and downs get to you.Why is he leaving?“The time simply has come for someone else to pick up the baton,” the self-effacing Christopher said in an inter­view.Later, at a White House cere­mony Thursday, Clinton hailed Christopher as America’s elder statesman and said he would be hard to replace. “Time and again, I have reached out to my friend for his coun.sel and sup­port,” the president said.Clinton said he would solicit Christopher’s advice in picking a successor, but had nothing fur­ther to say about a new secre­tary of state right now.“I owe Warren Christopher a debt that extends beyond the broad range of his responsibili­ties,” Clinton said as they stood together with Vice President A1 Gore in the Grand Foyer.Seated before them where Christopher’s wife, Marie, senior State Department officials and Madeleine Albright, the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, who is considered a possible successor.“Being secretary of state is to take part in history’s relay race,” Christopher said. “It’s been a great privilege to me to have run this challenging leg over the last four years.”Earlier, in an interview, the 71-year-old Christopher said he was satisfied that over the past four years he had helped make the United States “safer and more prosperous.”And he offered this advice for Clinton in choosing a successor: “Somebody who has the capacity to provide forceful leadership, someone who has great tenacity, someone who has a lot of endurance and stamina.”Asked to list his proudest accomplishments, Christopher cited his role in promoting a ban on nuclear weapons tests and an indefinite extension of an inter­national agreement to curb the spread of dangerous technology.
He also recalled decisions by Ukraine and Kazakhstan to sur­render the nuclear weapons the Soviet Union had stored on their territory, and the attention he gave to global issues such as pro­tecting the environment.“Diplomacy is so much work in progress,” he said. “You sim­ply have to keep working at a job like this. I take most satisfaction at having been steady through these four years.”Clinton is expected to decide on Christopher’s successor next week. Among those believed to be under consideration are George Mitchell, the former Senate Democratic leader; Albright; Anthony Lake, the president’s national security adviser; retiring Georgia Sen. Sam Nunn; and Colin Powell, the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.Christopher did not venture an opinion on who should take his place.He said he would return to his law practice in California in January, and would be available for local and international assignments, but was not specif­ic. Asked if could see himself as Clinton’s special Mideast envoy, Christopher said the task of pur­suing a broader peace in the region belonged to the president and the secretary of state.Two years ago, in a talk with Clinton, he had weighed step­ping aside. But Thursday, in his office before a White House cere­mony, Christopher said: “Basically, I am not the resign­ing kind. I’m not in the business of getting depressed. You have to keep plowing ahead.”He said Clinton was such a person.During his four years, the modest, cautious lawyer over­saw a foreign policy that froze North Korea’s nuclear weapons program, ended a bloody war in Bosnia, restored democracy to Haiti and enticed Israel and the Palestinians into interim agree­ments.Christopher's chief of staff, Thomas Donilon, left Thursday for three months at home to spend time with his newborn baby girl and then to return to law practice, according to administration officials who spoke only on condition they not be identified by name.
RQN: helped pa.ss a property enhancement ordinance in 1992
GISH: New hook is starting to get reviews
From page 3ing using the text, or perhaps making it a recommended text.“Beyond Bounds” can be read in college level literature classes, as a reference or resource text, and by those who have an interest in the “interrelationships of eth­nicity, race and class,” Gish said.He received word that it has been adopted by ethnic literature courses at a couple of universities.“Beyond Bounds” is just begin­ning to be reviewed, he said.New Times writer Ingrid Reti
wrote, “For me, perhaps the most interesting part of Beyond Bounds was Gish’s comparison of James Welch’s 'The Indian Lawyer’, a book I used in one of my literature classes, and Kevin Costner’s movie 'Dances with Wolves’.“Gish’s comprehensive intro­ductions add a personal dimen­sion not often found in a book of essays,” Reti wrote.“Beyond Bounds” can be pur­chased at the El Corral Bookstore for $24.95.
From page 1whether six students or one homeowner lived in each dwelling.Journalism junior Erica Daley, who spoke at the council meeting, agreed that the parking zone dis­criminated against students.“We were totally dismissed, not even taken seriously,” said Daley, who moved to the neigh­borhood with her three room­mates last fall. “I can’t under­stand how this passed — it’s so unfair.”Daley said the residents sup­porting the parking ordinance did not hide their ultimate agenda.“They were so vocal about how much they disliked us. Their goal was to get students out of the neighborhood. We were ready to make friends and all of a sudden it was like, 'We don’t like you.’“We were getting punished for a crime we didn’t commit,” she said, explaining that the neigh­borhood had experienced some problems with loud parties in pre­vious years.“We went from talking to each other to putting up with each other,” she said. “If anything, it bonded the students together. The day they put the signs up we all had a big party as kind of an in- your-face thing.”Stephan Hall, the attorney representing the residents, said the parking zone was requested to improve the neighborhood’s safety and alleviate traffic problems, according to a previous Mustang Daily article.Residents in the Alta Vista neighborhood offered the same reasons when they proposed a similar parking district in 1977.“It got to the point where staff, faculty and students were using the streets around here as a park­ing lot,” said Dotie Conor, who has lived on Albert Drive for 33 years.Conor and several of her neighbors went through a similar process before the city approved their proposed parking district. After their success, the residents decided that they might be able to resolve other problems within the area, primarily attributed to their
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student neighbors, if they operat­ed collectively.This was the birth of the Residents for (Quality Neighborhoods (RQN).This group, which officially began in 1989 with about 15 members, has grown into an almost 250-person organization responsible for several city ordi­nances, the creation of a city neighborhood liai.son position and the sprouting of several other smaller neighborhood associa­tions.Although simply the mention of the group’s acronym made many students cringe about four or five years ago, today many stu­dents have not heard of it.Serving as an umbrella organi­zation for smaller neighborhood groups, RQN has not helped pass any city legislation recently.However, the string of ordi­nances they promoted a few years ago earned them the label “anti­student,” which recent supervisor candidate Roger Freberg remind­ed students of at a political forum on campus in October 1996.After passing the parking dis­trict plan, RQN helped pass a property enhancement ordinance in 1992.“The ordinance was an attempt to upgrade some prob­lems we had with sofas on rooftops, degradation of yards by having things in yards that shouldn’t be there and just upkeep of property,” Conor said.Although some students felt the ordinance targeted them, Conor said the residents just wanted to protect the property values of their homes.The next year, RQN grew more unpopular with students when they helped pass an ordinance referred to as the “plus-six ordi­nance,” intended to limit the number of occupants in one dwelling.The ordinance stated that if six or more people Kved in one house, at least 300 square feet must be allotted for each person, a bathroom must be provided for every three and the property must have one less off-street
parking space than the number of occupants.“That ordinance was quite con­troversial,” said Conor, who served as RQN president for sev­eral years. “The students felt it was aimed at them, but in retro­spect it has been good for them. It brought about the hiring of a city enforcement officer for high densi­ty housing.”The city hired a neighborhood services manager, currently Rod Bryn, to educate people and enforce this and other ordinances affecting housing and resident relations.“This ordinance ended up being pro-student legislation,” Bryn said. “The landlord could no longer jam renters in like a cord of wood. Before people were living in garages, in attics and in crawl spaces under the floor. All of these things are illegal and dangerous.”Conor said the ordinance helped ensure that students lived in safe, healthy environments, while also alleviating some of the noise and parking problems reported by the residents.“We can understand the need for students to find inexpensive housing, but on the other hand, high-density didn’t seem to be the answer,” she said.Conor said that contrary to allegations by a handful of people, RQN does not target students. Many RQN members are former faculty members, graduates of Cal Poly or have other ties to the university, and do not feel ani­mosity toward students, she said.“Just being able to live in a community in peace and quiet with some control of parties, noi.se and traffic — those are the things we want,” she said. “I think there is a minority group of students who think we are anti-student, but if they really knew what RQN st(M)d for they would see that is not the case.”
To find out what RQN really Ktands for and where they are cur­rently ftx'using their efforts, cheek out Mustanfî Daily Wednesday.
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Federal jury convicts 
fisherman who refused 
Coast Guard inspection
Associoted Press
SAN JOSE — A jury has con­victed an armed salmon fisher­man of two misdemeanors for refusing to let federal inspectors hoard his boat for a routine inspection, the Coast Guard said Thursday.
STATE
The same federal Jury acquit­ted James Blaes of three felonies, including forcibly resisting and impeding the inspection. Blaes faces up to one year in jail and a $100,000 fine when he is sen­tenced Feb. 3.Blaes said he was relieved by Tuesday’s verdict, especially since prosecutors nearly agreed to a plea bargain last month in which the fisherman would have plead­ed guilty to four misdemeanors.“It was a witch hunt,” he said. “They were trying to make an example out of me but the jury didn’t buy it.”When asked if he regretted his actions, Blaes said: “Not at all. That’s kind of like asking Rosa Parks if she regretted not going to the back of the bus. When rights are violated, someone has to speak out.”
Blaes held the U.S. Coast Guard at bay off the Central California coast for four days in May. The Atascadero man had maintained that the inspection without a warrant violated his constitutional rights and inter­fered with his livelihood.Prosecutors said they filed charges against Blaes, 52, because he threatened inspectors who tried to board his 36-foot Helja as it traveled from Morro Bay to Monterey Bay on May 19.The Coast Guard said Blaes repeatedly refused the inspection, then went below deck and reap­peared wearing a gun in a holster. Authorities later let Blaes return to shore, but filed criminal charges against him.“The United States has held Mr. Blaes accountable for his forcible resistance of a Coast Guard inspection,” the Coast Guard said in a written response Thursday. “The Coast Guard will continue to carry out its law* enforcement mission by utilizing the boarding authority it has exercised judiciously for over 200 years.”
Female surfers stoke wave-riding trend
By Dona Coivo
Associated Press
ENCINITAS — Wave-catch­ers along Southern California’s coastline are learning to share the ocean with a rare species: The Girl Surfer.
SPORTS
It all started when a 36-year- old surfing mom opened the country’s first surf shop for women. Water Girl immediately attracted a trailblazing and loyal clientele, prompting shop owner Ilona Wood-Rerucha to found her own surf school and surf team.“When I used to go shopping. I’d find a just a little section for girls who surfed,” said Belen Kimbell, 18, who works at Water Girl, teaches at the Surf Diva School and is a charter member of the Water Girl Club. “Half the girls who wore surf clothes didn’t even surf,” she said. “Ilona brought in a lot of pure clothing that wasn’t just a trend.”At the school’s first meeting, Kimbell was ecstatic to discover dozens of women seeking out a sorority of surfers.“I couldn’t sit in my seat
because I was so stoked to meet so many girls who surfed!” Kimbell said. “I don’t get along with very many girls because th e /re  too feminine or prissy. They’re scared to live life on the edge. They’re scared to get hurt or break a fingernail.”Wood-Rerucha, a former biol­ogist, says surfing is a perfect sport because it blends athletics with appreciation of the environ­ment. Although women have always ridden waves, Wood- Rerucha estimates they comprise only about 4 percent of all surfers.But designers still haven’t got the hang of putting together wet­suits appropriate for the female consumer.“They assumed the women would just dabble in the sport, but they DO the sport,” the black-haired, sinewy Wood- Rerucha said.Now, wetsuit designers ask her to critique their products.“I tell them they forget to compensate: If a woman surfs, she has broader shoulders. Instead, they always give it a model, classic look. You can’t pad­dle in it, but it fits everywhere
else,” she says, rolling her eyes in disgust.Along the walls of her colorful store about 25 miles north of San Diego, Wood-Rerucha displays flower-designed surfboards, GoreTex miniskirts and womens’ board shorts.She sells sunglasses, surfing jewelry (wooden surfboard ear­rings and silver necklace pen­dants with a woman paddling out to sea) and shoes.Word of her six-month-old business has spread around the world, and Water Girl fields orders all day, even though the store has yet to publish its first catalogue.The Surf Diva School meets every weekend on the beaches of San Diego County. Kimbell says it allows the 30 or so students to learn far from the intimidating “boys only” beaches.Kimbell’s boyfriend, Kevin Connelly, surfs professionally. He says women and men can become equally skilled at riding the waves.“With the girls in the water, it opens more doors for surfing in general,” said Connelly, 22.
Just like our readers, everyone here at Mustang Daily istaking a much needed vacation.We’ll be back in action Wednesday, November 13.
ASl: Aaidemic Senate supports changing the current grading policy HEARSTS: The project involves three phases
From page 1C- when they took credit/no cred­it," she said. “That was trouble­some to the faculty.“I personally could not tell you who amongst my students is tak­ing credit/no credit. I can’t tell by their performance.”Board membt'rs were quick to express their views in support for the grading system with Academic Senate Representative Harvey Greenwald.“1 think the issue is not whether or not teachers are frus­trated. The thing is we pay the tuition and it’s our education. We own the education," said Jason Meyers, Vice President of Finance.He akso mentioned one of the benefits he has experienced from the cummt grading policy.“It allows us to bt* on l)oard of directors. It allows us to bt* mem- lx*rs of fraternities and sororities. Poly representatives and athlet­ics. It allows us to pursue our own educational goal while sticking to our curriculum and having the flexibility by maintaining the GPA as well as participate in other activities," he .said.Board members also recog­nized the other ways eliminating the grading system would have a negative impact on students.“Eliminating credit/no credit will affect students financially, especially students who are self- supporting,” said Chris Makalintal, representative from the ColU*ge of Flngineering. “This will definitely affect me because this will definitely delay when I will be graduating.”Brooke Forrar, repre.sentative from the College of Busine.ss, .said taking away the cre*dit/no cre*dit policy would greatly affect the large population of learning dis­abled .students.
“There are a lot of people on this campus who rely on credit/no credit for compensating them for their disability,” she said. “I have dyslexia and I applied to this school knowing the wonderful program they had and knowing that I could take my English classes credit/no credit.”While the Academic Senate stands firm on its support of changing the current grading pol­icy, Greenwald said the Academic Senate is looking into creating a curriculum where all majors have free electives since some majors like engineering don’t have any. He said changing the curriculum could allow the Academic Senate to support the use of some cred­it/no credit classes.“On the large issue of credit/no credit we will be willing to talk, but on the narrow issue of simply saying you can take any G.E. course credit/no credit, that would be unacceptable,” he said. “It’s unacceptable to the .senate that every G.E. course can be taken credit/no credit. It is not part of a quality program. G.E. is a fundamental part.”While the decision to aboli.sh or maintain the grading policy will be decided by Baker, board members did discuss re.solutions.“I would recommend to President Baker and to us now that we stop the bickering and instead sit down at the table and work on a collaborative effort to try and solve the problem that is indeed a problem,” said Rachel Raymond, representative of the College of Liberal Arts.Raymond al.so recommended Baker develop a committee that looks at this problem and reaches a .solution which will be accept­able to students and faculty.The board also approved fund­ing for the ASI Executive Staff.
The staff, which acts as a liaison between the board and students, asked for over $17,000 to fund their projects.Advancement Representative Mary Ann Bingham encouraged the board to support the efforts in carrying out campaign promises made by ASI President Steve McShane last year.“There are 23 staff membt>rs and we are all working very hard to put forth these programs. This is what students wanted and I hope you vote for that,” she said.McShane al.so encouraged the board to finance the staff.“This investment in the execu­tive .staff represents an inve.st- ment in the students of Cal Poly. This is the year ASI comes out of the closet and goes out to the stu­dents,” he said.Students will not be responsi­ble for this money. The money allotted for the executive staff will come from a recovered embezzled account containing more than $84,000. Former ASI executive director Susan K. Pierce was con­victed la.st spring for embezzling the money from the corporation.Also on the agenda was action to decide whether or not to allow the Cal Poly Crew Club back on the water. ASI has been able to restrict the club from rowing since the club owes ASI thou­sands of dollars which were incurred after ASI paid off the club’s debt.ASI voted 12-9 to let the club continue operation. Yet the club will have to meet certain condi­tions. These conditions included developing an ad hoc committee this year that will advise the club and monitor club finances. Under this agreement the club will be allowed to defer payment of over $3,000 to ASI in the 1997 acade­mic year.
From page 1Hearst Foundation was “intrigued by the citizen-partici­pation aspect.”In a press release issued by the Foundation for Community Design, Western Director for the William Randolph Hearst Foundation Tom Eastham said, “The William Randolph Hearst Foundation is pleased to support such an innovative project in this community, one that might well become a model for other commu­nities undergoing vi.sionary plan­ning processes.”The Future Communities Project involves three phases.The grant from the Hearst Foundation was received in early summer and was used to fund Phase Two, which Singleton said “helped to conduct a massive out­reach effort so the largest amount of voices could be heard.”Phase One, completed last year, focused on publicity and information gathering. Meetings with elected officials and govern­mental staff were al.so held.The primary information­gathering activities were “com­munity conversations” where local residents gathered to voice opinions and concerns.Thirty-two community mem­bers attended the meetings.Mitchell said participants were selected to ensure diversity in age, ethnicity and several other factors.“The purpose is to involve more people than have ever been involved before in planning the community’s future,” Mitchell said.
In Phase Two, participants verified common visions and determined which visions share the greatest support.Singleton said the Hearst grant was used “to conduct exten­sive outreach and to distribute and disseminate the vision and issues that were identified by 1,500 residents during Phase One of the project, so that additional residents would be able to com­ment on those visions or issues.”Issues were prioritized for dis­cussion in Phase Three.Policy directions for issues of priority are being developed in Phase Three, which began in October and is expected to be completed Spring 1997. Participants will engage in public awareness activities to make sure they understand the implications and tradeoffs associated with their deci.sions.When Phase Three is complet­ed a document to be called the “Compact for the Future” will be drafted to summarize the results and present a cohesive vision for the future of the county.“The end-product will be a composite vision of the future of the county that would influence decision-makers,” Mitchell said.Other sponsors of the Future Communities Project include Bank of American F’oundation, The Peninsula Community Foundation, PG&E and the James Irvine Foundation, which contributed $175,000 — the largest donation to date.
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SWIMMING & DIVING BIG WEST: Mustangs juggle lineup for semifinal match with Fullerton
From page 8and beat both teams while the women were able to defeat U.C. Irvine again, but not New Mexico State.“The team swam extremely well. The other competitors have been practicing a lot longer because they started school earli­er or called the team back before school started,” Firman said.As for the women, senior Krista Kiedrowski returns for the IM, backstroke and freestyle. Team-captain Kelli Quinn will compete in the breaststroke and the IM, while other team captain Leisha Masi will compete in the distance freestyle race and the 400 IM. Jodie Snowbarger also returns as a conference finalist.Newcomers to the program include some “pretty talented recruits” Firman said. Kim Jackson, Jen Dyer and Amanda Verselle have all proved they can compete at the Division I level.
The women’s team does have divers. Last year the program was cut due to boards that were not up to the necessary standards for competition. Holly Franklin, a sophomore in her first competitive year, Steph Ault, a local from Santa Maria, and fifth-year trans­fer from Santa Barbara, Dana Simonsen, who qualified for the NCAA Division I finals, will add the needed depth for the women’s team.“This is a great group of stu­dent-athletes that are very com­mitted to the program. And they are working very hard to achieve the team’s goals,” Firman said “We can win at this level.”The team travels to Bakersfield this weekend to com­pete. The next home meet for the women is Nov. 16 against San Jose State while the men do not compete at home until Jan. 10 against Cal State Northridge.
Even Mustang Daily
f •Sports needs a vacation
From page 8“(We’re going to) come out kinda loose. We’ve been up and down all season,” said assistant coach Dan Tobias. “We have had either a good first or a good sec­ond half, but not a full game.”Tobias said that since this could possibly be the Mustangs’ last game, they will play “with more urgency,” which could help them pull for a good game.“To finish strong, we have to play with consistency,” Tobias said. “We have to play with fight and we have to battle for every single ball — not that we haven’t in the past — but for a full 90
minutes this time.”Gunion said the Mustangs are very confident about their chances for a win despite having such a disappointing season.“This season has been very weird,” Gunion said. “We haven’t lost this many games in the past two years combined.”Gunion compared their season to the men’s soccer teams’ 4-11-1 season this year.“I think we just all ran out of luck,” she said.Like the women’s soccer team, with only one player not return­ing after a 11-6-1 record the sea­son before, the men’s soccer team were expected by many to have a
standout sea.son.The first of Friday’s semifinal matches features No.2 seed U.C. Irvine (12-6-2) and No.J seed University of the Facific (11-6-2) at 5 p.m, followed by Cal Poly and P^ullerton at 7:30 p.m. The win­ners of each match play each other in Sunday’s championship at 2 p.m. at Fullerton’s Titan Stadium.This is the first and only year the Big West will hold a women’s soccer post-season tournament. Next year, the first place finisher at the end of the sea.son will be the Big West Champion.Central African chaos leaves Zaire in limbo
By Beth DuH-Brown
Associated Press Writer
KINSHASA, Zaire — Zaire’s president convalesces in his French Riviera chateau, while students rule the streets of his capital. The prime minister hasn’t surfaced in days.So who is running central Africa’s largest nation, a resource- rich land thrust into chaos by the ethnic hatred in Rwanda, its neighbor to the east?“Nobody,” a newspaper pub­lisher says.
“The people are just running themselves,” an opposition politi­cian lamented."Who knows?” a university stu­dent snarled. “You tell ME!”Just months ago, Zairians hoped the country’s first multi­party elections were in sight and that decades of dictatorship under President Mobutu Sese Seko would be over.Today, Mobutu has cancer, for which he sought treatment in Europe three months ago. Prime Minister Leon Kengo wa Hondo’s job appears to be on the line. And
since Tutsi-led rebels drove Zairian soldiers out of the main cities of ea.stern Zaire, the army has hinted at mutiny.Inflation has soared by 100 percent since June. Thousands of unemployed youths roam the streets of Kinshasa, stealing cars and destroying Tutsi homes and busines.ses.Tens of thousands of young men demonstrated Tuesday, speeding around the capital and aiming fake, bamboo rifles at peo­ple with the tall, angular features of Tutsis.
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and Board! Transportation! Male 
or Fem ale. No experience 
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510  
Ext. A60051
C R U ISE  SH IP S  H IRING  - Earn up 
to $2,0004/m onth. World Travel. 
Seasonal & Full-time positions 
No exp necessary. For info, call 
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60057
O l ’ U O R  I I ’ .N'j r iH S
FIN A N C IA L AID AVAILABLE!
Millions of dollars in public 
& private sector scholarships 
& grants are now available. 
ALL STU D E N TS  ARE ELIGIBLE! 
Student Financial Services 
progran will help you get your 
fair share. Call 1-800-263-6495  
Ext F60051
IN TER N A TIO N A L EM PLO YM EN T
Earn up to S25-$45/hour teaching 
basic conversational English in 
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No 
teaching backround or Asian 
languages required. For info, call 
(206) 971-3570 ext. J60051
O p u o r  I t '. \ IT II- :S
NATIO NAL PARK JO B S - National 
Parks are now hiring seasonal 
full-time. Forestry workers. 
Park rangers, firefighters, 
lifeguards, & more. Excellent 
benefits & bonuses. Call 
1-206-971-3622 Ext. R60051
H o M H S  F o r  S . \ u -:
Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale 
Avail on Campus--15 Yrs Experience 
Marguerite C21 SLO R/E 541-3432
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO 
Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E 
***543-8370” *
MISTER BOFFO by Joe Martin
IN  TH E  BLEACHERS By Steve Moore
CITIZEN DOG
ce
BY M A R K  O’HARE
‘Yes, It’s  a penalty, Doug! I know It's a penalty! 
I just don’t know what kind of penalty!”
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Sports
A T A V E R N  OF S P O R T S  N E W SI Quote of the Day |
T O D A Y ’S  G A M E S
• Women’s Soccer vs. Cal State 
Fullerton @ Fullerton (Big West 
Tournament), 7;30 p.m.
• Women’s Volleyball vs. Cal 
State Fullerton @ Fullerton, 7 
p.m.*
T O M  O R  R O W ’ S  G A M E S
• Men’s Soccer vs. Cal State 
Fullerton Fullerton, 7 p.m.“
• Football vs. Montana State @ 
Bozeman, MT, 11:05 a.m.
•  Wrestling: Green & Gold 
Scrimmage @ Mott Gym, 7 p.m.
• Volleyball vs. U.C. Irvine 
Irvine, 7 p.m.
S U N D A Y ' S  g a m e s
• Women’s Soccer vs. TBA @ 
Fullerton (Big West 
Tournament), 2 p m.''
•  Wrestling vs. Community 
College @ Mott Gym, 9 a.m.
M O N D A Y ’S  g a m e s
• There are no games today
T U E S D A Y ’S  G A M E S
•  Women’s Basketball vs. 
Denmark (Exhibition) @ Mott 
Gym, 7 p.m.
• Big West game
• * Mountain Pacific Sports Federation 
game
 ^ Championship game versus either U C 
Irvine or Pacific if they defeat CS Fullerton 
on Friday
Basketball tickets 
available for pick up
In anticipation of large crowds 
at this years men’s basketball 
games. Cal Poly has created a 
system in which students can 
purchase up to two tickets prior 
the game This will ensure stu­
dents have a seat to root on their 
favorite Mustangs.
The availability of tickets for 
pickup for the first four home 
games begins Monday, Nov 4 
and ends Wednesday Nov 13. 
They become available to the 
public on Nov. 14
M O U N T A I N  P A C I F I C
SPORTS FEOERATI ON
Men's Soccer
Team MESE Overall
UCLA* 5-0 14-3
CS Fullerton 2-1-1 9-4-3
UC Irvine 2-2-1 6-6-3
Cal Poly 1-2-1 4-11-1
CS Northridge 1-3-1 4-8-2
UCSB 1-4 3-11-2
* Pacific Division Champions
C A L P O L Y
S P O R T S H O T L I N E
7 5 6 - S C O R
Women's soccer ready for Titans
M-Í
ifii
Midfielder Gina Moss battles for a header in a recent game
By Melissa M . Geisler
Doily Assistant Managing Editor
If there is one thinf? that the Cal Poly women’s soccer team wants, it’s to finish strong.The Mustangs, with a 10- 9-1 record, head south this weekend for the Big West Conference Tournament in Fullerton, Calif.As the old saying goes: they have nothing to lose, but everything to gain.In the single-elimination tourney. No. 4 seed Cal Poly plays No. 1 seed Cal State Fullerton Friday evening. The Mustangs last met up with the Titans two weeks ago and lost 1-0.So, while the Mustangs’ dream for a playolT berth in the NCAA Division-I Tournament is just a glimmer of hope, they do have one chance to gain some­thing out of the tourney.A chance for redemption.“We played (the Titans) so well last time,” Cal Poly midfielder Nicole Gunion said. “It was probably one of our best games this season.”In that game, F'ullerton defender Michelle Rice scored its game-winning
W o m e n ’s Soccer 
Cham pionships at 
Cal State Fu llerton  
November 8-10
goal at the 85-minute mark despite six saves by Mustang goalkeeper KristinaGrigaitis.“We were very unlucky last time,” said forward Megan Lehtonen. “We domi­nated the whole game.”Cal Poly has been prepar­ing for the face-off with Fullerton all week The overall feeling from coaches and players alike is that the Mustangs are being given a second chance to play a team they probably could have beaten.“(The Titans) are very readable,” Gunion said.So readable in fact, that Cal Poly has changed its backfield from a marking, to a zone defense to cut off Fullerton. The Titans usually play a lot of long balls to create more scoring opportunities.The Mustangs are also changing around their lineup, Lehtonen said. They are considering moving midfielder Amy Earle to the sweeper position, defender Alison Murphy to the midfield and pulling defender Andrea Sievers and midfielder Gina Moss both upfield to help create more offense.
See BIG WEST page 7
Mustangs hit the water with 
a “splash”
By Jennifer Burk
Daily Staff Writer
The men’s and women’s swim teams started their season last weekend with five meets in three days.The men won three of the meets, beating U.C. Irvine twice and New Mexico State once, while the women lu'at UCI twice.“I am happy with how we did this early in the season,” said coach Rich Firman.Both the men and women are returning with .some key competi­tors. On the men’s side, Eric Collins, who was out last year with a knee injury, was a finalist in three events at the conference meet as u sophomore.“He’s swimming faster now than he was a year ago,” Firman said.Senior Joe Madigan was a Division-II All-American. Firman is looking for him “to step up.” Sophomore Eric Wyles, a confer­ence finalist in breaststroke and the intermediate medley (IM) is an “all around swimmer” that will provide some depth for the team. Junior Ian Pyka was a conference finalist in the breaststroke and the IM. He set a school record in the 200 IM with a time of 1:52:32.As for distance, Seely was a finalist in the mile last year, the longest collegiate event, and is returning this .season “with more confidence” said Firman.As for newcomers. Gab Flores and Chris Mack, both transfers from Diablo Valley College, have times fast enough to be finalists at the conference championships. Freshman JeffBudke, who swims the 50-and 100-yard butterfly, has high school times that are also fast enough to make him a finalist at the championships.
H v :  .
The men arc still without any divers. Without divers, they start 3H points in the hole, and when there are only 134 points in a dual meet, F'irman points out that it is “tough to win.”“Wins against New Mexico and U.C. Irvine prove that we can overcome the diving deficit.” Pyka said.Last Friday started off against the No. 1 ranked team in the Big West Conference, U.C. Santa Barbara.“They’re awe.some,” said junior team captain Blake Seely, “for a long time running."Both teams were defeated, and looked ahead to take Saturday morning’s meet against U.C. Irvine. Both teams won, but the day was not over.Saturday afternoon, they com­peted against New Mexico State. With this being the third meet in less than a day, both teams were unable to overcome fatigue to beat New Mexico. But this was still not the end.Sunday morning marked the start of a dual meet with U.C. Irvine and New Mexico State. With a night of sleep behind them, the men’s team came out 
See SW IM M IN G  & D IV IN G  page 7
P h t^ liy  Joe Johnston
Top: Swimmer Eric Collins practices for Big West competition by doing lops at 
Mott Pool. Above: Dona Simonsen steadies herself on the diving board during 
practice this week.
